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Supporting facts
(Glosses)

S1: participate in games or sport. 
S2: perform music on a instrument.
S3: act a role or part.
  

What is the correct sense for word 
 play  in the context He plays 
a main role in the film ?
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Background : What is WSD Motivation: Treat WSD as QA

Memory  
Network

C1: We played football all afternoon.
C2: He plays a pianist in the film.

G1: participate in games or sport. 
G2: perform music on a instrument.
G3: act a role or part.
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bednOriginal gloss
a plot of ground in which 

plants are growing

a small area of ground covered by 
specific vegetation

flowerbedn

a bed in which 
flowers are growing

seedbedn

a bed where seedlings are 
grown before transplanting

turnip_bedn

a bed in which 
turnips are growing

Example sentence
the gardener planted a 

bed of roses
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Expand the gloss through its semantic relations to enrich the gloss information

Experiments

F1-score (%) for fine-grained English all-words WSD on the test sets
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Test Data Sets 
hops=1 hops=2 hops=3 hops=4 hops=5

Pass=3 performs best

Conclusion

Labeled context data + Knowledge  
to disambiguate the word sense. 

Test Datasets Concatenation of Test Datasets
System SE2 SE3 SE13 SE15 Noun Verb Adj Adv All
MFS baseline 65.6 66.0 63.8 67.1 67.7 49.8 73.1 80.5 65.5
Leskext+emb (Basile et al., 2014) 63.0 63.7 66.2 64.6 70.0 51.1 51.7 80.6 64.2
Babelfy (Moro et al., 2014) 67.0 63.5 66.4 70.3 68.9 50.7 73.2 79.8 66.4
IMS (Zhi and Ng, 2010) 70.9 69.3 65.3 69.5 70.5 55.8 75.6 82.9 68.9
IMS+emb (Iacobacci et al., 2016) 72.2 70.4 65.9 71.5 71.9 56.6 75.9 84.7 70.1
Bi-LSTM (Kågebäck and Salomonsson, 2016) 71.1 68.4 64.8 68.3 69.5 55.9 76.2 82.4 68.4
Bi-LSTM+att.+LEX (Raganato et al., 2017a)* 72.0 69.4 66.4 72.4 71.6 57.1 75.6 83.2 69.9
Bi-LSTM+att.+LEX+POS (Raganato et al., 2017a)* 72.0 69.1 66.9 71.5 71.5 57.5 75.0 83.8 69.9
GAS (Linear)* 72.0 70.0 66.7 71.6 71.7 57.4 76.5 83.5 70.1
GAS (Concatenation)* 72.1 70.2 67.0 71.8 72.1 57.2 76.0 84.4 70.3
GASext (Linear)* 72.4 70.1 67.1 72.1 71.9 58.1 76.4 84.7 70.4
GASext (Concatenation)* 72.2 70.5 67.2 72.6 72.2 57.7 76.6 85.0 70.6

Table 1: F1-score (%) for fine-grained English all-words WSD on the test sets. Bold font indicates best
systems. The * represents the neural network models using external knowledge. The fives blocks list
the MFS baseline, two knowledge-based systems, two supervised systems (feature-based), three neural-
based systems and our models, respectively.

.

gloss information via its semantic relations
can help to WSD.

• Babelfy: Moro et al. (2014) exploits the se-
mantic network structure from BabelNet and
builds a unified graph-based architecture for
WSD and Entity Linking.

4.3.2 Supervised Systems
The supervised systems mentioned in this paper
refers to traditional feature-based systems which
train a dedicated classifier for every word individ-
ually (word expert).

• IMS: Zhi and Ng (2010) selects a linear Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) as its classifier
and makes use of a set of features surround-
ing the target word within a limited window,
such as POS tags, local words and local col-
locations.

• IMS+emb: Iacobacci et al. (2016) selects
IMS as the underlying framework and makes
use of word embeddings as features which
makes it hard to beat in most of WSD
datasets.

4.3.3 Neural-based Systems
Neural-based systems aim to build an end-to-end
unified neural network for all the polysemous
words in texts.

• Bi-LSTM: Kågebäck and Salomonsson
(2016) leverages a bidirectional LSTM
network which shares model parameters
among all words. Note that this model is
equivalent to our model if we remove the
gloss module and memory module of GAS.

• Bi-LSTM+att.+LEX and its variant Bi-
LSTM+att.+LEX+POS : Raganato et al.
(2017a) transfers WSD into a sequence learn-
ing task and propose a multi-task learn-
ing framework for WSD, POS tagging and
coarse-grained semantic labels (LEX). These
two models have used the external knowl-
edge, for the LEX is based on lexicographer
files in WordNet.

Moreover, we introduce MFS baseline, which
simply selects the most frequent sense in the train-
ing data set.

4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 English all-words results
In this section, we show the performance of our
proposed model in the English all-words task. Ta-
ble 1 shows the F1-score results on the four test
sets mentioned in Section 4.1. The systems in
the first four blocks are implemented by Raganato
et al. (2017a,b) except for the single Bi-LSTM
model. The last block lists the performance of
our proposed model GAS and its variant GASext

which extends the gloss module in GAS.
GAS and GASext achieves the state-of-the-

art performance on the concatenation of all test
datasets. Although there is no one system al-
ways performs best on all the test sets 10, we can
find that GASext with concatenation memory up-
dating strategy achieves the best results 70.6 on
the concatenation of the four test datasets. Com-
pared with other three neural-based methods in the

10 Because the source of the four datasets are extremely
different which belongs to different domains.

Context: He plays a pianist in the film
Glosses Pass 1 Pass 2 Pass 3 Pass 4 Pass 5
g1: participate in games or sport
g2: perform music on a instrument
g3: act a role or part

Table 2: An example of attention weights in the memory module within 5 passes. Darker colors mean that
the attention weight is higher. Case studies show that the proposed multi-pass operation can recognize
the correct sense by enlarging the attention gap between correct senses and incorrect ones.

Pass SE2 SE3 SE13 SE15 ALL
1 71.6 70.3 67.0 72.5 70.3
2 71.9 70.2 67.1 72.8 70.4
3 72.2 70.5 67.2 72.6 70.6
4 72.1 70.4 67.2 72.4 70.5
5 72.0 70.4 67.1 71.5 70.3

Table 3: F1-score (%) of different passes from 1
to 5 on the test data sets. It shows that appropri-
ate number of passes can boost the performance as
well as avoid over-fitting of the model.

.
fourth block, we can find that our best model out-
performs the previous best neural network models
(Raganato et al., 2017a) on every individual test
set. The IMS+emb, which trains a dedicated classi-
fier for each word individually (word expert) with
massive manual designed features including word
embeddings, is hard to beat for neural networks
models. However, our best model can also beat
IMS+emb on the SE3, SE13 and SE15 test sets.

Incorporating glosses into neural WSD can
greatly improve the performance and extending
the original gloss can further boost the results.
Compared with the Bi-LSTM baseline which only
uses labeled data, our proposed model greatly im-
proves the WSD task by 2.2% F1-score with the
help of gloss knowledge. Furthermore, compared
with the GAS which only uses original gloss as
the background knowledge, GASext can further
improve the performance with the help of the
extended glosses through the semantic relations.
This proves that incorporating extended glosses
through its hypernyms and hyponyms into the neu-
ral network models can boost the performance for
WSD.

4.4.2 Multiple Passes Analysis
To better illustrate the influence of multiple passes,
we give an example in Table 2. Consider the situ-
ation that we meet an unknown word x 11, we look

11x refers to word play in reality.

up from the dictionary and find three word senses
and their glosses corresponding to x.

We try to figure out the correct meaning of x
according to its context and glosses of different
word senses by the proposed memory module. In
the first pass, the first sense is excluded, for there
are no relevance between the context and g1. But
the g2 and g3 may need repeated deliberation, for
word pianist is similar to the word music and role

in the two glosses. By re-reading the context and
gloss information of the target word in the follow-
ing passes, the correct word sense g3 attracts much
more attention than the other two senses. Such re-
reading process can be realized by multi-pass op-
eration in the memory module.

Furthermore, Table 3 shows the effectiveness
of multi-pass operation in the memory module.
It shows that multiple passes operation performs
better than one pass, though the improvement is
not significant. The reason of this phenomenon is
that for most target words, one main word sense
accounts for the majority of their appearances.
Therefore, in most circumstances, one-pass infer-
ence can lead to the correct word senses. Case
studies in Table 2 show that the proposed multi-
pass inference can help to recognize the infrequent
senses like the third sense for word play. In Ta-
ble 3, with the increasing number of passes, the
F1-score increases. However, when the number
of passes is larger than 3, the F1-score stops in-
creasing or even decreases due to over-fitting. It
shows that appropriate number of passes can boost
the performance as well as avoid over-fitting of the
model.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we seek to address the problem of in-
tegrating the glosses knowledge of the ambiguous
word into a neural network for WSD. We further
extend the gloss information through its semantic
relations in WordNet to better infer the context. In
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• Incorporating glosses can greatly improve the performance. 
• Extending the original gloss can further boost the results.
• Multi-pass can help to recognize the infrequent senses.

Conclusion
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